Guidelines to Use Excel Program to Verify the Possibility of Obtaining B. Tech and D. Tech in Civil Engineering

1. Select Results tab on Lower Menu Bar.

2. Insert your results in column B in front of courses.

   Results – C, C+, B- etc

   If courses are exempted put the result as EX

   If you have taken the courses which are not in this list add them by changing coursers in lowest white colored rows.

   All the courses are appeared in OLD Curriculum. You must convert the courses if you have passed them in Intermediate Curriculum.

   EX – CVX6530 to CEX6230

   CVX4530 to CEX4230

3. Select BTECH tab on Lower Menu Bar

4. Check the cell 1 E

   If it indicates “COMPLETE” – you satisfy the all the credit requirement for BTECH

   If it indicates “INCOMPLETE” – You don’t satisfy at least one requirement for BTECH
   Then refer column E to check where you fail the requirement/s

5. Same procedure can be applied for D. Tech after selecting DTECH Tab on lower menu bar.